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ABSTRACT
Biomarker science brings great promise to clinical medicine. This is especially true in the era
of technology miniaturization, rapid dissemination of knowledge, and point‑of‑care (POC)
implementation of novel diagnostics. Despite this tremendous progress, the journey from
a candidate biomarker to a scientifically validated biomarker continues to be an arduous
one. In addition to substantial financial resources, biomarker research requires considerable
expertise and a multidisciplinary approach. Investigational designs must also be taken
into account, with the randomized controlled trial remaining the “gold standard”. The
authors present a condensed overview of biomarker science and associated investigational
methods, followed by specific examples from clinical areas where biomarker development
and/or implementation resulted in tangible enhancements in patient care. This manuscript
also serves as a call to arms for the establishment of a truly global, well‑coordinated
infrastructure dedicated to biomarker research and development, with focus on delivery
of the latest discoveries directly to the patient via point‑of‑care technology.
Key Words: Biomarker research, global approach, point‑of‑care testing, patient‑centered

approach

The term “biomarker” was introduced as a Medical
Subject Hesading (MeSH) in 1989 and was defined
as, “measurable and quantifiable biological
parameter (e.g. specific enzyme concentration, specific
hormone concentration, specific gene phenotype
distribution in a population, presence of biological
substances) which serves as an index for health‑ and
physiology‑related assessments, such as disease risk,
psychiatric disorders, environmental exposure and its
effects, disease diagnosis, metabolic processes, substance
abuse, pregnancy, cell line development, epidemiologic
studies, etc.”[1] By 2001 the term was further standardized
as “a characteristic that is objectively measured and
evaluated as an indicator of normal biological processes,
200
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pathologic processes, or pharmacologic responses to a
therapeutic intervention”.[2]
Biomarkers have a defining characteristic or property
that is objectively measured and evaluated as
an indicator of normal biological, pathologic, or
pharmacologic processes/responses to a therapeutic
intervention. [2‑4] The general purpose of biomarkers
includes identification of disease risk, diagnosis
of disease, estimation of disease severity, guiding
interventions, and monitoring patients’ therapeutic
responses. [2,4,5] When utilized clinically, biomarkers
should assist in the determination of whether a drug
or an intervention is safe and effective, and optimally
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can decrease the time and cost required to identify and/
or treat the disease.
The emergence of biomarkers promised improved
diagnosis, but only a small number of clinical disciplines
saw tangible benefits from biomarker research. While
modern technological advances resulted in more than
150,000 scientific reports documenting thousands
of potential biomarkers, only about 100 have been
validated.[6] George Poste in his Nature commentary argues
that, “…the dismal patchwork of fragmented research on
disease‑associated biomarkers should be replaced by
a coordinated big science approach”. [6] Standardized
methodologies and large sample sizes are needed to
bridge the science of biomarkers and that of people’s
health. There are also challenges involving scientific
culture and analytical technologies in academia, where
much of the biomarker research occurs. Consequently,
Poste’s point regarding the need for large collaborative
networks that include industry as well as academia is
well taken, and will be the optimal approach to reduce
research costs, health care expenditures, and deliver
usable and sustainable results.[6]
A perfect biomarker should be readily obtainable,
and the corresponding results should be available
instantaneously or near‑instantaneously. In addition, the
most optimal delivery platform would be portable, that is,
point‑of‑care (POC) testing.[7‑9] Of course, high sensitivity
and specificity would be desirable. In an idealized world,
a “perfect biomarker” would approach 100% sensitivity
and specificity for its diagnostic indication.

MEASUREMENT AND METHODOLOGICAL
CONSIDERATIONS
In measuring and reporting biomarkers, there are
multiple factors to consider. Biomarkers are often
reflected using surrogate end points, which mirror
“clinical end points” of interest. For example, lactic
acidosis is the clinical surrogate for determination of
ongoing limb ischemia, while a clinical end point would
be a trait or variable that reflects how a patient feels,
functions or survives. Although most biomarkers are
far from perfect, they should all ideally possess certain
basic characteristics, including reliability (that is, be
accurate and reproducible) and validity (measuring
what they are supposed to measure). Sensitivity and
specificity are key parameters in this regard, as are
likelihood ratios, which further define the probability
that a biomarker is actually tied to disease outcomes
through POC testing.[10]
In addition, there are fundamental biomarker
classifications and uses. Prognostic biomarkers are
associated with outcomes and allow risk assessment in

relation to treatment decisions. In contrast, predictive
biomarkers are associated with determining or predicting
treatment response, and are helpful in individualizing
therapy. In both instances, researchers must determine
whether the biomarker of interest is: (a) a true risk
factor; (b) a confounding variable (or is affected by other
confounders); or (c) involved in an interaction with
another variable. All of these factors will impact precise
assessment of the biomarker’s relationship to pertinent
outcomes.
If a biomarker is a true risk factor, it is present within the
causal pathway (s) leading to disease. More specifically,
it is correlated with the disease statistically, although it
is not always linked causally (e.g., the APOE‑ε4 allele is
considered a risk factor for Alzheimer’s disease, but many
patients without this allele develop Alzheimer’s disease).
However, if the biomarker’s measurement is affected
by one or more confounding variables-and if these
confounding variables are not controlled-the biomarker’s
actual relationship to the disease outcome is “muddied”
by those other sources of bias (e.g. age and/or exercise
habits may confound accurate measurement of HDL‑C
in determining ischemic stroke risk). On the other hand,
a biomarker could be part of an interaction effect, or
effect modification profile, meaning its impact on the
disease outcome depends on the presence or absence of
another factor (e.g. older patients might have a different
biomarker profile than younger patients as it relates to
their disease expression). In the latter case, it is essential
to detect and estimate this interaction effect, rather than
control for it, since the interaction represents a real
phenomenon and not simply “background noise”.[11,12]
Statistical regression techniques (e.g. multivariate linear
and logistic models) are commonly used to determine
the degree to which biomarkers represent true risk
factors after adjusting for confounding variable effects
and accounting for any interaction or effect modification
relationships.[11,13]
When investigating novel biomarkers in particular, the
randomized controlled trial remains the “gold standard”
for research design, although retrospective designs
are still useful in identifying biomarker candidates.
In the case of prognostic biomarkers, a relationship
between either the biomarker’s baseline value, or
biomarker temporal variability, and the outcome of
interest must be demonstrated. This relationship must
be established apart from any treatment effects. For
predictive biomarkers, the values at baseline and/or
changes over time must demonstrate their ability to
predict the effectiveness of treatment or safety based on
a predefined outcome of interest. For both prognostic
and predictive biomarkers, repeated studies in diverse
clinical situations should replicate original findings
in order to conclude the validity of the biomarker in
question.[13]
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Another scientific approach is the biomarker by treatment
interaction design, whereby biomarker classification
is used as a stratification variable (that is, dividing a
sample into subgroups based on biomarker status) in
order to substantiate the effect of treatment. Patients in
each biomarker subgroup are then randomly assigned
to treatment groups. [13] The biomarker‑strategy design
is intended to assess a biomarker’s clinical value. As
described by Gosho, et al., “First, all patients are randomly
assigned to an experimental arm (‘biomarker‑based
strategy’ arm) that uses the biomarker to determine
treatment, or to a control arm (‘non‑biomarker‑based
strategy’ arm) that does not. Next, if the patients allocated
to the biomarker‑based strategy arm are diagnosed
as biomarker positive, they are allowed to proceed to
the test treatment. On the other hand, if the patients
allocated to the biomarker‑based strategy arm are
biomarker negative, they then proceed to the standard
treatment”.[13] Other design types include: (a) enrichment
design; (b) adaptive signature design; (c) biomarker‑adaptive
threshold design; (d) adaptive accrual design; and (e) Bayesian
adaptive design. [13] Details of these methodologies are
beyond the scope of the current discussion. Thus the
reader is encouraged to consult the sources referenced
above for further information.

phone‑sized ultrasound units, rapid pregnancy tests,
or pupillary assessment devices).[19,20] Of course, with
one defined set of benefits come certain disadvantages.
More specifically, controversy continues regarding the
accuracy and reliability of POC devices. [21‑23] Another
potential drawback is the need for standardized staff
training, device calibration, standardization of results,
and routine equipment maintenance.[24‑26] It is likely that
with the emergence of new, improved devices some of
these concerns may be alleviated. However, it is unlikely
that completely “error‑proof,” POC diagnostic devices
will emerge any time soon.

POINT‑OF‑CARE TESTING

CARDIOLOGY AND CARDIOVASCULAR
DISEASES

Historically, health care was literally delivered in a
POC fashion, with the practitioner tending for the sick
directly at the bedside by providing house visits. [14]
During the 20th Century, gradual centralization of medical
facilities occurred around the globe, with increasingly
large medical institutions and networks providing
centralized care and diagnostic services. It was not until
recently that technological developments including the
introduction of highly specialized, portable, miniaturized
diagnostic equipment created a new opportunity for the
shift away from large‑scale, centralized facilities back to
the patient’s bedside. Benefits of modern POC testing
are many, the most prominent of which include: (a) the
ability to shift toward early detection and prevention of
disease; (b) the capacity to provide immediate diagnostic
results and eliminate unnecessary delays; (c) potential to
reduce health care costs; and (d) provide much needed
diagnostic services where no services were previously
available (that is, rural areas, regions with limited
resources and/or access).[14,15]
There are several general types of POC testing
devices. The simplest classification includes the
degree to which the equipment is mobile, beginning
with bench‑top (semi‑moveable units such as
thromboelastography analyzers)[16,17] devices, proceeding
through portable devices (wheeled platform‑based
ultrasound), [18] to purely hand‑held devices (smart
202

In the subsequent sections, we will discuss selected
clinical areas where biomarker research resulted in the
most tangible benefits to the patient. It is important to
note that neither the list of biomarkers listed below,
nor the examples of research programs (or disciplines)
provided are meant to be comprehensive. Such an
undertaking alone would require an entire textbook.
Rather, we chose to focus on concrete steps taken
by biomarker investigators in order to successfully
implement collaborative research programs capable of
initiating and conducting large‑scale, clinically relevant
biomarker discovery efforts.

In view of Professor Poste’s comments outlined in
the introductory paragraphs of this manuscript,[6] the
question of not only the need for better technologies
in regard to acquisition of clinically usable, reliable
biomarkers, but also of the political will to follow
through in such undertaking must be asked. This
can be answered in the affirmative regarding cardiac
biomarkers. In 2013, the Global Cardiovascular Disease
Taskforce released a scientific statement titled Moving
from political declaration to action in reducing the global
burden of cardiovascular diseases. [27] In this document
the GCDT, comprised of the World Heart Federation,
American Heart Association, American College of
Cardiology Foundation, European Heart Network
and the European Society of Cardiology (including
representation from the World’s emerging economies)
assessed and defined metrics that needed to be met by
2025. This included the ambitious plan to reduce the
mortality of premature non‑communicable disease by
25% by 2025 (the “25‑by‑25” plan).
Addona et al.,[28] performed novel work inspired by the
fact that very few protein biomarkers identified using
proteomics had been introduced clinically. [28] They
contended that there was no organized strategy to
transition candidate biomarkers from the discovery phase
to clinical validation. Therefore, they developed a
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“pipeline” to integrate proteomic technologies used
for discovery through the verification stages of plasma
biomarker identification. Their experimental model
utilizes proteomics/liquid chromatography‑mass
spectrometry/mass spectrometry (LC‑MS/MS) paradigm
wherein biological samples are obtained from patients
undergoing planned treatment for hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy. Actual sampling occurs before,
during, and after a controlled myocardial infarction,
thus ensuring a “target‑rich” environment and allowing
participating patients to serve as “internal controls”
without introducing risks beyond those of the planned
therapy.[28] Addona et al., identified 121 highly expressed
proteins and over 100 new candidate proteins. These
newly discovered candidates were then qualified by
peripheral blood screening from the femoral vein (using
accurate inclusion mass screening, or AIMS) and
verified by stable isotope dilution and multiple reaction
monitoring.[28] This, in fact, was a proof‑of‑concept for the
creation of a coherent sampling, discovery, qualification,
and verification “assembly line” for potential biomarkers.
The above design exemplifies the synergies created when
political will, practical technological methodology, and
team determination are simultaneously present.
Bone marrow‑derived endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs)
are robust indicators (high counts may herald
pathologic change) of cardiovascular disease (CVD)
and may represent a novel new biomarker for CVD and
even serve as a mode of therapy.[29] MicroRNAs (miRNA)
are short segments of RNA that are posttranscriptional
regulators of gene expression and are not translated
into proteins; they have been associated with CVD.[30]
MiRNAs are stable in the circulation and lipoproteins
may act as carriers, or transporters. Current evidence
relating miRNA to CVD follows a logical path [31]: (a)
Type II diabetes has the most dramatic impact on
circulating miRNAs [32]; (b) An miRNA signature of
only three miRNAs (miR-126, miR-223, and miR-197)
was implicated in the Framingham study[33]; (c) adverse
outcomes and these three miRNAs were associated[33];
and (d) miR‑126, miR‑223, and miR‑197 were associated
with miR‑21 and miR‑24, which as a cluster, were highly
expressed on platelets.[33]
In patients with advanced heart failure,
growth‑differentiation factor 15, high‑sensitivity C‑reactive
protein (CRP), and high sensitivity troponin‑T, all from the
N‑terminal portion of the natriuretic peptide (NT‑proBNP)
have been implicated in predicting long‑term mortality.
Growth‑differentiation factor 15 was an even stronger
marker than NT‑proBNP. Other novel biomarkers have
been discovered for new‑onset cardiovascular disease,
cardiovascular stress, and ventricular hypertrophy.[34,35]
However, their clinical utility is limited because the lack of
credentialing and validation, as mentioned above. In another

example, a new generation of cardiac Troponin assays may
improve the identification of non‑ST‑segment elevation
acute coronary syndrome (NSTE‑ACS).[36] O’Malley et al.
have recently reported on the importance of copeptin,
midregional proadrenomedullin (MR‑proADM), and
midregional proatrial natriuretic peptide (MR‑proANP)
in a large study of patients with moderate to high risk
for NSTE‑ACS.[37] All three biomarkers were associated
with death or heart failure at 12 months. Adding these
three biomarkers to clinical symptomatology and other
previously known biomarkers increased the ability to
perform more accurate predictive modeling.
Additionally, the association of biomarkers with ethnicity
was demonstrated recently. [38] Specific associations
between C‑reactive protein, fibrinogen, interleukin‑6,
D‑dimer and plasmin‑antiplasmin complex in a
number of different populations have been made with
cardiovascular events.[38] The need for demographic-based
risk stratification in relation to new biomarkers was
emphasized. Also, the question regarding a role for
novel biomarkers in cardiovascular risk prediction for
women arises.[39] As previously mentioned, an organized
“pipeline,” that also involves industry, must be put into
place to credential and validate novel biomarkers in large
prospective, randomized trials.

INFECTIOUS DISEASES AND SEPSIS
Traditional biomarkers in sepsis include a variety of
microbiologic, laboratory, and clinical tools. However,
these tend to be unreliable, can be readily biased by
concurrent antibiotic use and other confounders, and
may be expensive. Erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR)
and (CRP) were popular in the 1980s and 1990s, but
have fallen into disfavor due to their low specificity
for both sepsis and infection in general.[40‑45] Additional
potential biomarkers in the setting of sepsis include the
so‑called pancreatic stone protein,[46,47] protein C,[48,49] and
urinary L‑type fatty acid‑binding protein.[50] Currently,
there are over 100 biomarker candidates for sepsis,
with the ongoing amount of scientific work reaching
unprecedented new levels.
In the setting of sepsis or septic shock, detection of causative
organism or pathogen‑related markers in combination
with clinical signs and symptoms remain the mainstay
of diagnosis. However, there is increasing interest in
host biomarkers for early diagnosis, identification of
latent infections, monitoring of disease progression, and
assessing response to treatment. Procalcitonin (PCT) has
been used as biomarker for respiratory tract infections, to
distinguish between bacterial and viral etiologies, and to
guide therapy.[51] Plasmodial lactate dehydrogenase and
histidine‑rich protein II are biomarkers that show promise
in rapid reliable diagnosis of malaria.[52] Interleukin‑2
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appears to be a useful biomarker for identifying latent
tuberculosis. [53] In patients suffering from invasive
candidiasis (1, 3)‑β‑D‑Glucan may be a prognostic marker
of treatment response.[54]
Although biomarker analysis has gained considerable
attention for infection-induced changes in human hosts,
many of these markers may not be specific for individual
disease. These markers may involve non‑specific host
responses to a variety of infections, and numerous biomarkers
thought to have an association with individual infections
are awaiting validation as diagnostic or prognostic tools.[55]

ACUTE KIDNEY INJURY
Acute kidney injury (AKI) is a complex physiological and
biochemical messaging process that that involves many
“signals” that are essentially biological markers. These
biomarkers are invaluable in caring for critically ill patients
because they provide clinicians with an armamentarium
to diagnose, treat, and prognosticate. Technologies that
provide “early warning” of AKI may allow accurate
diagnostic and effective therapeutic planning in regards
to the prevention or amelioration of this pathologic state.
Accurate AKI biomarkers may also have positive social,
political, and economic implications. This is because
AKI is a very costly hospital complication associated
with increased lengths of stay, prolonged intensive care
unit (ICU) stays, invasive hemodynamic monitoring, renal
replacement therapy, readmission, and/or mortality.[56,57]
Moreover, patients with AKI are at risk for chronic kidney
disease and end‑stage renal disease. Traditionally urine
output, serial serum creatinine measurements, blood urea
nitrogen, and urinalysis are followed when there is concern
for AKI. However, renal failure is a gradual process, and
can be assessed by using criteria such as those of the Acute
Kidney Injury Network (AKIN); the Risk, Injury, Failure,
End‑Stage Kidney Disease (RIFLE), and Kidney Disease
Improving Global Outcomes (KDIGO).[58]
All injured biological organs produce quantifiable
proteins, and the kidney is no different.[59] Renal damage
can occur with sepsis, prolonged ischemia, shock, and toxic
agents (e.g. aminoglycosides). McCullough et al., reported
that biomarkers are produced by renal tubular cells because
filtered proteins are not reabsorbed (proximal tubules) and
become measurable, or by upregulation by messenger
RNA and synthesis of proteins.[56,60] Biomarkers signaling
impending AKI (within 24–48 hours) include tubular
cell‑cycle arrest markers (insulin‑like growth factor‑binding
protein 7 [IGFBP7]) and metalloproteinases‑2 (TIMP‑2)
tissue inhibitor. [61] Fulminant AKI is suggested by
steep increases in neutrophil gelatinase‑associated
lipocalin (NGAL), kidney injury molecule‑1 (KIM‑1),
L‑type fatty acid‑binding protein (L‑FABP), α‑glutathione
S‑transferase (α‑GST), π‑GST and interleukin‑18. Of
204

interest, these biomarkers may become elevated before the
serum creatinine,[62] and even in the absence of elevated
serum creatinine.[63] Particularly in regard to sepsis‑related
AKI, IL‑18, NGAL, and KIM‑1 are strongly associated.[64]

OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY
As a discipline, obstetrics is one of the early adopters of
widespread POC testing. One of the best examples of
successful translation of biomarker research into clinical
practice is the introduction of the rapid urine test for
beta‑human chorionic gonadotropin (β‑hCG) in pregnancy
testing.[65] In addition to providing qualitative information
regarding pregnancy status, β‑hCG levels also change
during the pregnancy,[66] thus allowing for quantitative
assessment into the expected versus observed progression
of the pregnancy. Without a significant research effort in
the 1970s and the 1980s, this simple test taken for granted
by many would not have been possible today.[67]
Another topic of active biomarker research in obstetrics
is the area of amniotic fluid embolism (AFE). [68] This
devastating pathophysiologic entity continues to be a
diagnosis of exclusion, with sepsis, pulmonary embolism,
and other acute cardio‑pulmonary disorders competing
for the bedside clinician’s attention.[69] Development of
a sensitive and specific biomarker for AFE may provide
an opportunity not only for early diagnosis, but much
more importantly for earlier and more effective clinical
intervention.[68]
Ovarian and uterine cancer are among the most feared
gynecologic malignancies. When detected and treated
early, their mortality is relatively low. Yet, ovarian cancer
is known for its ability to elude early diagnosis, with
significant proportion of patients presenting in advanced
disease stages.[70] Among potential biomarkers of ovarian
cancer, inherited gene mutations, epigenetic changes,
gene expression, metabolomics and microRNA detection
all may play a role in developing an inexpensive, reliable,
and widely available POC test.[70]
Cervical cancer accounts for a significant proportion
of potentially preventable cancer deaths in the female
population, especially in areas where routine screening
programs are not readily available.[71‑73] Active biomarker
research in this area focuses on the human papilloma
virus (HPV) oncogenes.[74] Among promising biomarkers
for cervical cancer are: (a) p16(INK4a)/Ki‑67 dual‑stain
cytology; (b) promoter region methylation of the cell
adhesion molecule 1 (CADM1) gene; (c) repression of the
T‑lymphocyte maturation associated protein (MAL) gene
by promoter methylation; and (d) viral integration.[75‑79]
Despite encouraging early results, it is not known how
accurately these biomarkers will help predict and/or
modify patient outcomes.[75]
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ONCOLOGY

TRAUMA AND CRITICAL CARE

Cancer caused over 8 million deaths in 2012 and over 14
million new cases were diagnosed.[80] Most deaths are due
to the lack of early diagnosis and detection. Consequently,
improved ability to classify and assess cancer‑specific
biomarkers represents an active area of opportunity for
improvement.[81,82] Biological markers are indicators of
pathologic processes, normal processes, or even responses
to pharmaceutical therapies.[83] Prognostic and predictive
oncologic biomarkers offer immense potential for future
development of patient‑centered, personalized therapies.[84]
Prognostic biomarkers predict outcome (survival or tumor
reduction) and involve individual traits or characteristics
that independently predict such outcome regardless
of treatment. Predictive biomarkers foretell a patient’s
response to treatment. Patient cohort outcomes are needed
for prognostication and involve the documentation of
similar treatments and of adequate follow‑ups.[84] Phase
II or III clinical trials are required, with storage of patient
samples that can be reviewed and retrieved at some
point in the future, to validate and confirm treatment
responses and/or benefits.[84] Oncologic biomarkers must
demonstrate a definite clinical utility, and require the
requisite credentialing and validation. In cancer therapy
there have been few well‑designed prospective trials
for biomarker validation and robust evidence‑based
associations are still lacking.

A number of potential biomarkers have been explored
in the general area of critical illness, trauma and burn
injury. Among the most commonly used, but at the same
time more “crude” biomarkers are anion gap, base deficit
and the urine output.[90‑92] Other biomarker candidates
in the setting of trauma are heat shock proteins, [93]
cytokines,[94] fibrin degradation products,[95] and matrix
metalloproteinases.[96]

Examples of where important biomarker development
work is produced and catalogued will now follow.
Drake and Kislinger have delved into signaling
pathways of prostate cancer through work on exosomes
secreted by the prostate, urine, seminal fluid, and
blood. [85] Cremona et al., have attacked clear cell
renal carcinoma through characterization of cell
signaling into either cycle and proliferation, or cell
death and survival.[86] Gasparini et al., reported that four
miRNAs (miR‑155, miR‑493, mirR‑30e, and miR‑27a)
form a novel diagnostic and prognostic pattern in
Triple Negative Breast Cancers.[87] Others have reviewed
candidate biomarkers for cervical cancer treatment
in regard to the neoplasm’s sensitivity to anticancer
agents, prediction of radiosensitivity, presence in the
peripheral blood, and prognostic utility.[88] Furthermore,
“molecular imaging” (e.g. PET imaging of estrogen
receptor expression) can be used in prediction of cancer
diagnosis, therapy, and outcome.[89]
Biomarkers in cancer treatment and prognostication
suffer from shortcomings similar to those of biomarkers
in other clinical fields, including lack of evidence‑based
therapy, lack of industry involvement, lack of “pipeline”
credentialing and validation (including liquid
chromatography, mass spectrometry, multiple reaction
monitoring, and accurate inclusion mass screening).

More recently, new biomarker discoveries emerged in the
area of traumatic brain injury (TBI). Sodjin et al., studied
cerebral spinal fluid to look for candidate biomarkers
using hexapeptide ligand libraries (HLL) and identified
neuron specific enolase, glial fibrillary acidic protein,
myelin basic protein, creatine kinase B‑type and S‑100β as
potential biomarker candidates.[97] Their findings support
the use of HLL as a “biomarker screening tool”. Neselius
et al., have studied Olympic boxers and found that levels
of T‑tau, neurofilament light protein (NFL), glial fibrillary
acidic protein (GFAP), and S‑100β were increased in 80%
of the boxers indicating that repetitive brain trauma
may induce changes in potential CSF biomarkers and
help diagnose central nervous system injury. The lack of
normalization of NFL and GFAP after resting in subgroup
of boxers may be an indication of ongoing, more chronic
degenerative injury.[98] Svetlov et al., presented a strategy
to study molecular signatures of blast injury‑related
neurotrauma and to develop a pathway/network map
for novel biomarker discovery.[99] They postulate that
such a biomarker discovery pathway/network may be
effective for triaging and managing both combat and
civilian causalities.
Genet et al. looked at biomarkers related to coagulopathy
and endothelial damage in TBI versus non‑TBI patients.[100]
Other examples of biomarker research in trauma and
critical care include the work of Rayner et al., [101] in
identifying biomarkers (urinary and transfusion‑related)
of systemic oxidative injury and activation of platelets
in trauma, and that of Teng et al.,[96] in examining matrix
metalloproteinase‑9 (MP‑9) as a new biomarker of
multi‑organ system failure in trauma and infection.
Despite continued progress, a reliable biomarker for
universal use in critical illness and injury has not yet
been identified. A list of strategic elements required for
the creation and maintenance of a sustainable network
for biomarker discovery is presented in Table 1.

CONCLUSIONS
There is an urgency to better organize and formalize the
framework for biomarker validation and qualification.
The only real solution is a global collaborative effort
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Table 1: Building a sustainable network for biomarker discovery
and research: Key strategic goals
Promote clinically relevant biomarker research by encouraging
collaboration between translational scientists and bedside practitioners
to facilitate discovery, testing, and implementation of their ideas
Encourage industry participation in supporting the establishment and
expansion of existing translational biomarker research programs
Create global coalition of biomarker research leaders and institutions in
order to formulate and advocate for the biomarker research agenda

9.
10.
11.

Encourage academic institutions and industry to work together
towards the common goal of commercializing biomarker discoveries
and to sustain the biomarker discovery cycle

12.

Biomarker education should be encouraged and supported in order
to raise awareness and to sensitize the health care community
regarding the benefits of biomarkers, especially in the POC setting

14.

Encourage the development of POC laboratories in critical patient
care areas, including emergency departments, critical care units,
operating rooms and mobile health care facilities

15.

POC: Point-of-care

16.
17.

involving industry, academia and national/trans‑national
regulatory agencies. Necessary for successful
implementation of such global biomarker evaluation
and validation is the standardization and harmonization
of biomarker and surrogate end point definitions and
approval criteria. Regulatory agencies, in addition to
ensuring compliance should expand their guidance to
both industry and academia so that the evolution of the
biomarker evaluation system can be guided towards
greater transparency, more collaborative culture, and
synergistic utilization of existing resources. Although
the path to scientific and regulatory approval for new
biomarkers seems convoluted, the benefits of accurate
disease identification and prediction far outweigh the
risks (and monetary investments) involved in completing
the lengthy process of research, development, and its
implementation. Most importantly, all new discoveries
should be geared toward simplified implementation, rapid
deployment, wide accessibility, and patient‑centered
POC application.

13.

18.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

26.
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